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HYPOTHESIS OF RELATIONSHIP OF SOULS
And if I am stupid as a tree, you will be born a baobab … V.S. Vysotsky
Do you want to learn the world anew? Then communicate with children more often! In a conversation with the
three-year-old granddaughter about live stones she, looking at the photo, I called them Jupiter. EUREKA!

Fig. 1. Floodlight

Fig. 2. Live stones

Hypothesis: the structure and the nature of emergence and evolution of Jupiter and live stones are similar.
Surprising stones can be met in the center and in the south of Romania, far from the cities. Trovanta – their locals
so call. It appears, these stones can not only grow, but also, much to astonishment of, breed. However, after a rain
to trovant there are improbable events: they grow as mushrooms, increasing in sizes. So, for example, the small
trovant who has weight only several grams can grow to the huge sizes over time and grow heavy more, than on
ton. The stone is more senior, the more slowly it grows. Young stones grow quicker. The main component of the
growing stones-trovantov are a sandstone.
On the internal structure live stones look unusually too: if to saw a stone in half, then on a cut which is similar to a
tree saw cut it is possible to consider several so-called age rings concentrated around a small firm kernel.
Geologists are sure that trovant are only results of long processes of cementation of sand which occur millions of
years in Earth subsoil. And by means of strong seismic activity such stones appear on a surface.
Scientists and an explanation for growth of trovant have found: stones increase in sizes thanks to high content of
various mineral salts which are under their cover. When the surface becomes wet, these chemical compounds
begin to extend and press on sand why the stone "grows".
Live stones, except growth, are capable also to breed. There is it so: after the surface of a stone becomes wet, on
it the small camber appears. Over time it expands when the weight of a new stone becomes rather big, it is broken
off from maternal.
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